
recover quickly with the 
iland Continuity Cloud™

Achieving Business Continuity
The most important objective of your business continuity plan is 
to ensure that business-critical data and processes are secured, 
and that unplanned downtime is minimized. This means being 
able to restore your IT infrastructure, data availability, operational 
processes, and business processes quickly and completely.

Meet your RTO and RPO Objectives
The iland Continuity Cloud allows you to meet your recovery time 
objectives (RTO) and rapidly restore business applications and data 
access. Multiple replication methods ensure your Recovery Point 
Objective (RPO) is met with a variety of features from de-duplication 
and compression to WAN optimization and manual importing, 
ensuring that you make the most of your current replication 
bandwidth and IT budget.

iland Recovery Action Plan™ and DR Testing
No two customer DR plans are the same and because of this we 
designed a process of clearly documenting and implementing 
and managing an evergreen iland Recovery Action Plan™ for each 
customer. The plan is designed for comprehensive and efficient 
recovery of resources and covers a range of items including 
who from the customer is authorized to request a full DR failover 
or schedule a failover test to the priority in which workloads 
are recovered.

Standby Resources
iland provides both reserved and pay-as-you-go standby resources 
that mirror your primary site and are ready when you need them. 
You can choose multiple data protection solutions and scale up or 
down to address changing business needs. 

Multiple Replication Options
Several levels of protection help you recover from downtime – 
ranging from simple back-up to real-time replication and failover 
by leveraging the latest guest, host and array based replication 
technologies. Your workloads can be replicated from virtual or 
physical environments to our high-availability cloud infrastructure 
and then hosted in standby or active mode.

Managed or Unmanaged
With managed options, we take care of host-based or SAN-to-SAN 
replication to our global cloud datacenters to ensure the integrity of 
your data and the continuity of your business.  Alternately, you can 
internally manage the process and use the iland Continuity Cloud as 
a replication target. 

Integrated Physical Appliances
iland supports mixed virtual and physical solutions with dedicated 
appliances and colocation services within iland Cloud datacenters. 
Whether customers require physical servers, routers, firewalls, or 
any other hardware, iland provides integration for these devices into 
the iland Continuity Cloud.

Our Partners
iland supports the following partners for disaster recovery 
solutions: Acronis®, Dell, Double-Take®, Veeam, and VMware®

For more information:
sales@iland.com
North America +1.800.697.7088
Europe +44 (0) 20.7096.0149
www.iland.com/continuity-cloud

Protect your data and services from downtime–and your 
business from losing revenue and its reputation. The iland 
Continuity Cloud™ prepares you for the unpredictable with IT 
infrastructure that’s both resistant to catastrophe  
and has the agility to recover quickly when  
disaster strikes.
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iland pioneered solutions for data replication and business 
continuity to a true VMware-based cloud environment. 
Our experience is evident with the iland Continuity Cloud, 
designed to provide cost-effective business continuity 
options in North America and Europe. 


